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We empower restaurants to grow their businesses by helping them acquire, 
attract and engage with customers using the following growth tools:

Customers visit 
foodpanda

platform and browse
through restaurants

Restaurants at the
top listing positions
get more exposure

When choosing a restaurant,
customers are influenced by

offers and discounts available to them

Customers earn a
cashback voucher

to be used on their next
order at the same 

restaurant

Premium or Organic 
Placements Deals

*NEW* 
PandaBox Cashback
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Our active customer base across Hong Kong makes foodpanda an ideal 
platform to advertise your brand & track impact

Increase exposure
Increase visibility and entice customers to visit your menu page by listing your restaurant on Premium 
Placements and Organic Placements.

Acquire new customers
Attract new customers with lucrative deals on PandaBox. 

Engage with customers
Engage with your customers with irresistible Deals.  Grow by 25% on average!

Win-back customers
Win-back customers with a Cashback loyalty program. 

1

2

3

4
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How can our marketing tools help you drive foodpanda orders? 

Drive your 
restaurant’s visibility 
when the customer 
wants to order food

Specific insights 
for further action

Increase orders by 
targeting specific 
segments / delivery 
hubs

Target customers 
near your outlets



Food delivery as a 
core business

Visibility at point 
of intent

Self-serve 
marketing 
platform

Simple-to-use 
suite of tools

6

What makes foodpanda marketing different?
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Define your marketing objectives

Awareness
Boost exposure for 

your restaurant

Retention
Retain users and 

build brand loyalty

Acquisition
Attract a brand new 

group of users
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Work on your marketing plans 

Choose the outlets Set promotion 
duration

Budget 
recommendations

Select the outlets 
you would like to 

promote

Set start date and 
end date. 

Min. recommended 
length: 1 month

This will depend on 
the outlets delivery 
hubs,  grids, density, 

duration (TBC)
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Get insights for further action

New orders Clicks

% of Orders CR3%
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Boost your visibility with

Premium Placement 1
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1
Increase visibility by promoting your 
restaurant to Hand Picked Swimlane

2
Based on your time, budget and objective, 
our system optimizes the areas and the 
slots where your restaurant will be shown 

How does Premium Placement work?

3
Increasing exposure to both new and 
existing customer can increase your sales 
by 25% or more!

Hand Picked 
Swimlane
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1
Increase overall brand visibility and recognition amongst foodpanda 
customer base

High Return on investment → Fixed cost & uncapped increase in orders & revenue
High Return on effort → Easy to book & easy to track performance

Performance Impact when on Premium Placement

foodpanda Recommendation: Combine Premium Placement  with deals to have higher conversion 
& overall performance

Operational Metrics Average % Uplift (Past 12 months)

% Visibility Uplift (Sessions) 30%

% New Customer Uplift 20%

% Order Uplift 25%

2
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1 Partner A invested in Premium Placement along 
with a % discount deal in Month 3

2 Additional visibility and let vendor order 
performance to improve significantly

Partner A - Success Story
A local brand with 5 outlets enjoyed a 40% growth in one month!

Continued 
Premium 
PlacementLaunched 

Premium 
Placement
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Boost your visibility with

PandaClicks2
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1 Boost your position to the top 12 positions in 
the “All Restaurants” listing

2 It also provides your restaurant with a prominent 
“Featured” tag

How does Organic Placement work?

3

Based on your budget and objective, our system has 
further optimize into a cost per click model (starting 
price at $4/ click - We want to ensure healthy & easy to 
track ROI 

Featured 
Tag

4
Increasing exposure to both new and existing 
customer can increase your sales by 30% or more!

*NEW*
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1 Approximately 70% of all orders are made from the All Restaurants 
section

High Return on investment → Fixed cost & uncapped increase in orders & revenue
High Return on effort → Easy to book & easy to track performance

Performance Impact when on PandaClicks

foodpanda Recommendation: Combine PandaClicks with deals to have higher conversion & overall 
performance

Operational Metrics Average % Uplift 

% Visibility Uplift (Sessions) 28%

% New Customer Uplift 20%

% Order Uplift 24%

2
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1 Partner B had ambitious growth plans and 
invested in PandaClicks in Month 4

2 Additional visibility and let vendor order 
performance to improve significantly

Partner B - Success Story
A local brand with 10 outlets enjoyed a 102% growth in the first month!

102% order 
Growth with 
Organic 
Placement
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Increase your orders with

Deals3
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1 Offer a deal on your foodpanda menu to engage 
new customers and re-engage existing customers

How do Deals work?

2
All restaurants with deals can enjoy a pink tag 
highlighting the live deal details

Increasing orders with both new and existing 
customer by 20% or more! Provide more tempting 
deals for PandaPro members

Carousel

Limited 
Offers 

Swimlane

3
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1 Deals represent a strong call to action and encourage customers to place 
orders 

High Return on effort → Easy to book & easy to track performance

Performance Impact when on Deals 

foodpanda Recommendation: Combine Deals with Organic Placement & Premium Placement to 
have higher visibility & performance

Operational Metrics Average % Uplift (Past 12 months)

% Visibility Uplift (Sessions) 37%

% New Customer Uplift 12.6%

% Order Uplift 18%

2
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And many more!

Restaurant Participants investing in  Carousel Deals

Over 2000 restaurant participants each month 

Over 25% average order growth per restaurant per 
month

Over 20% new customers acquired per restaurant per 
month
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1
Sponsor 10%, 20%, 25% or more discounts on your entire 
foodpanda menu

2
Set a standard Minimum Order Value for your discount 
to be featured on Carousel! 

Carousel Campaign: January 2021

● MOV 80, at least 10% off
● MOV 100, at least 20% off
● MOV 120, at least 25% off

3
Get double exposure on Carousel and Limited 
offers Swimlane by signing up to the monthly 
campaign 
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1
Partner C had not invested in marketing efforts 
and their delivery business was stagnant, 
however in Month 4 they launched a % off deal 

2 Additional visibility and let vendor order 
performance to improve significantly

Partner C - Success Story
A local brand with 6 outlets enjoyed a 205% growth!

205% 
growth with 
the launch 

of deals
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Acquire new customers with

PandaBox4
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1 Customers get 3 different limited-time deals 
applicable on all Restaurants within the PandaBox

2

Target customers include:
1. New Customers
2. Customers in your delivery area who have not ordered in the 
past 90 days

What is Pandabox?

3 Customers have 15 minutes to place their order before the 
PandaBox disappears

4
Benefits of joining PandaBox: 

1. Gain new customers 
2. Gain exposure - Your restaurant will still gain exposure 

when customers pass on the PandaBox offer (no charge 
to restaurants)

3. Restaurants can limit the number of redemptions per day 
to suit their marketing budget
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PandaBox Order Flow

Customers are prompted to 
order more to unlock the 
higher tiers of discount

A timer urges customers to 
place the orders to enjoy the 

discount

Customer will receive a pop 
up 3 times a day to highlight 

PandaBox offers around them 
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Discount 
Type MOV Customer 

Discount %

Estimated Cost 
of PandaBox 

Customer 
(Excluding delivery 

commission)

Average Reorder 
Rate

Estimated ROI
(Revenue through 

Reorders / pandabox fee 
incurred)

$25 off $90 28% $30

15% 14%$40 off $140 29% $40

$60 off $180 33% $40

PandaBox offers 3 fixed customer discounts at fixed minimum order values (MOV), in order to boost basket 
size. 

PandaBox Discount Tiers

1

2

3
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Marketing Tool Precise Targeting Trackable Results Implementation Ease ROI

PandaBox 

Email / SMS

Offline Banners

Online Ads

Vouchers

Flyers

Why choose Pandabox?

PandaBox targets only customers that have not ordered before from the restaurant. It’s easily tracked, needs low effort to 
implement and because you only pay once you get orders, it gives high returns.
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100%

50 % of Order Value
(Commission Rate is applicable to this share)

50%

Fixed DiscountRemainder

0%

Order
Value

Restaurant’s share* Pandabox Fee Customer discount

Restaurants can sign-up for this subscription-type add-on via foodpanda 
Restaurant Portal

* Restaurant commission rate applies to all orders

1

2

3

Each PandaBox order costs 50% of the GFV. PandaBox uses a cost per order 
model - all impressions are free!

Commission charged on remaining GFV of order (similar to a 50% VF Deal). 
Orders <MOV are still charged PandaBox fee

How do we charge a Pandabox fee?
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Retain your loyal customers with

Cashback5
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1
Customers who order from your restaurant will 
receive a 10% (or more) cashback in the form of a 
voucher

2 Vouchers can only be redeemed after the customer’s first 
order to ensure no misuse of the voucher code

What is Cashback?

3 Cashback will be reflected as a tag on the foodpanda app 

4
Reward and retain long term customers: You will give 
your existing loyal customers more of a reason to continue 
ordering, and even more frequently
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1 Cashback vouchers are issued the day after the order 
is delivered and finalised which will be auto applied 
to their next order from the same store.

2 Cashback vouchers have a 1 month expiry date from the 
day it has been credited into the customers voucher 
wallet

How does Cashback work?

3
There is no Minimum Order Value (MOV) set, cashback 
vouchers are applicable to any order value
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Order #1 
($120)

Order #2 
($120)

Order Cost $120 $120-$18 = $102

Voucher Received $18   $18

Customer Pays $120 $102

Commission* 35% X $120 = $42 35% X $102 = $35.70

Voucher Cost^ $0 $18

Vendor Receives $78 $48.3

A Closer Look 
Scenario: Vendor is offering a vendor-funded 15% Cashback reward for their customers
                    Vendor has a commission rate on foodpanda of 35%

  

 

*Commission is only charged on customers’ payable amount
^Voucher cost is only incurred when a customer redeems the voucher

Customer’s 
payable amount

Voucher 
redeemed
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2 Organic Placement

3 Deals 4 PandaBox

5 Cashback

1 Premium Placement

Keep growing with foodpanda by 
investing in our marketing 
opportunities
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Reach out to your Account Manager to 
know more or,

Sign up now

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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Learn to sign up via 

Restaurant Portal
1 Premium Placement

2 PandaBox

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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How to sign up for Placements?

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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Organic Placement - PandaClicks1

1) Log in to your Restaurant Portal account

2) Select “Growth Centre” 

3) Select Continue to Booking on PandaClicks

Click here

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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Based on your budget, our algorithm optimizes where to advertise your restaurant 
for maximum ROI
• Coverage (top right corner) - % of restaurant delivery area where the restaurant is listed

2. Click here to 
continue when you 
finish editing your 
areas

2. You can select areas 
where you want to 
promote your outlet

1. You can select the 
outlet you want to 
promote
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2. You set the amount 
per click

1. You set your monthly 
budget

• You can choose to pay for a higher price than the min. Cost Per Click (CPC) price (HKD 6 / click). 
The higher the bid price, the higher you will be listed on the top positions.
Undelivered clicks become void at the end of the month (No carry forward to the next month) 
and you are only charged for materialized clicks.
Budget is automatically renewed for the next month
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1) Log in to your Restaurant Portal account

2) Select “Growth Centre” 

3) Select Continue to Booking on PandaPicks

Premium Placement - PandaPicks2

Click here

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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1. Decide when you 
want to advertise

2. Select the budget 
that works for your 
business

Based on your budget, our algorithm optimizes where to advertise your restaurant for maximum 
ROI
• Coverage - % of restaurant delivery area where the restaurant is listed
• Promo Areas - areas your restaurant is promoted
• Positions - the slot which is reserved for your restaurant

3. Click here to 
continue 
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Premium Placements - 
Booking

1. Click here to accept the 
Terms and Conditions

2. Click here to confirm 
booking
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How to sign up for PandaBox?

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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PandaBox3

1) Log in to your Restaurant Portal account

2) Select “Growth Centre” 

3) Select Continue to Booking on PandaBox

Click here

https://foodpanda.portal.restaurant/login
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Click here

Your restaurant name

Click here to start 
your campaign
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Select the number of 
new customers per day
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1. Check this box

2. Click on “Start”
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1. Your PandaBox campaign is now 
active for 5 customers today

2. Monitor today’s performance

3. Click here to change the number of customers per day 




